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A Heuristic Clustering-Based Task Deployment Approach for Load Balancing Using Bayes Theorem in Cloud Environment Jia Zhao, Kun Yang, Senior Member, IEEE, Xiaohui Wei, Member, IEEE, Yan Ding, Liang Hu, and Gaochao Xu Abstract—Aiming at the current problems that most physical hosts in the cloud data center are so overloaded that it makes the whole cloud data center’ load imbalanced and that existing load balancing approaches have relatively high complexity, this paper has focused on the selection problem of physical hosts for deploying requested tasks and proposed a novel heuristic approach called Load Balancing based on Bayes and Clustering (LB-BC). Most previous works, generally, utilize a series of algorithms through optimizing the candidate target hosts within an algorithm cycle and then picking out the optimal target hosts to achieve the immediate load balancing effect. However, the immediate effect doesn’t guarantee high execution efficiency for the next task although it has abilities in achieving high resource utilization. Based on this argument, LB-BC introduces the concept of achieving the overall load balancing in a long-term process in contrast to the immediate load balancing approaches in the current literature. LB-BC makes a limited constraint about all physical hosts aiming to achieve a task deployment approach with global search capability in terms of the performance function of computing resource. The Bayes theorem is combined with the clustering process to obtain the optimal clustering set of physical hosts finally. Simulation results show that compared with the existing works, the proposed approach has reduced the failure number of task deployment events obviously, improved the throughput, and optimized the external services performance of cloud data centers. Index Terms—Task deployment, load balancing, Bayes theorem, clustering, cloud computing
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INTRODUCTION



C



computing [1], [2] is one of the most promising and valuable research directions following utility computing, grid computing and distributed computing [3] currently. It provides services of infrastructure, platform and software for users, and supplies the on-demand services to users through Internet [4]. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is the basis of cloud computing. The cloud data center deploys a large number of physical hosts to supply user services. Since the remaining resource amount of every physical host changes constantly, the task cannot be placed surely to the physical host with the largest remaining resource amount every time. We assume that the tasks requested by users are deployed every time to a physical LOUD
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host which is chosen at random. If the resource amount of the submitted task is greater than the remaining resource amount of the chosen physical host, this physical host cannot handle this task. It will cause a deployment failure of this task. And when the requested resource amount of a task is similar to the remaining resource amount of the physical host in which this task will be executed, the time used for dealing with this task will relatively be longer. When a cloud data center receives task requests constantly, it will make the cloud data center load imbalanced and thus to result in that computing results cannot be responded to users timely and effectively. What causes make the cloud data center’ load so imbalanced that it cannot provide efficient external services for users? In fact, in order to ensure the service performance, cloud computing data centers generally deploy tasks according to the highest load demands to the corresponding hosts. Therefore, most physical hosts remain relatively idle in most of the time and it is a waste of computing resource. At present, the field of load balancing in cloud data centers is a hot issue. In order to achieve the load balancing of cloud data centers, it is necessary to choose the optimal physical host efficiently in the process of deploying tasks. Most existing work has focused on the problem of how to achieve the immediate load balancing within an algorithm cycle in which the proposed approaches are able to obtain the optimal task deployment policies for the current [5], [6]. There exists a limitation of overly concentrating on the optimal load balancing policy for the current deployment problem and thus to make the efficiency decreased and users waiting time prolonged unnecessarily. As is well-known,
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load balancing is recognized as a means of providing satisfactory service performance for users while maximizing the availability and utilization of the whole cloud system rather than the final purpose. Further, the satisfactory service performance is easy to achieve immediately since the available amount of computing resource in cloud date centers is always larger than the requested amount though this kind of requirements is real-time and strict. Also, as the total resource amount requested by all users accumulated within a processing cycle has rarely possibility to approach the current total amount of available computing resource in a cloud data center, the availability and performance potential of the cloud data center don’t need to keep being maximized at all times. Based on the points above, it is unnecessary to ensure that the optimal load balancing effect is reached through after each algorithm cycle in real time as long as the whole system has been always tending to a long-term optimal load balancing effect. Based on this motivation, this paper has proposed a heuristic approach to finding the optimal physical hosts for tasks deployment by achieving a load balancing strategy through a long-term algorithm process and thus to obtain optimal performance. A constraint value is determined in the light of the resource amount of requested tasks. That is, each requested task has a constraint value. Then the physical hosts, whose constraint values of computing resource are greater than the constraint value of the tasks in the cloud data center, are clustered. And the physical hosts whose similarities are within a certain threshold value constitute a set through clustering. And the physical host set obtained by clustering methods is the physical host set whose physical hosts are optimal for deploying the task. Then, the tasks will be put into physical hosts in the set to deploy. The process of the clustering of physical hosts in the cloud data center is to find the optimal physical hosts for deploying tasks. Thus, through the task deployment strategy, not only the load balancing of the cloud data center can be achieved, but also efficient performance of external services can be provided for users. This paper aims to achieve long-term load balancing of cloud data centers and provide efficient performance of external services. It can be achieved only by deploying requested tasks into the resource pool of the cloud data center efficiently and properly, which can improve computing efficiency of cloud data centers, and provide users with cloud data centers good performance of external service. The proposed load balancing strategy Load Balancing based on Bayes and Clustering (LB-BC) can find optimal physical hosts of task deployment effectively, and achieve the whole networks load balancing of cloud data centers chronically. The rest of this paper are organized as follows: in the second section, the related work of the current approaches achieving load balancing of cloud data centers will be introduced briefly. And in the third section, first of all, a premise of the proposed research problem is pointed out, and then the proposed problem is formalized in detail. In the fourth section, the system architecture is designed first in cloud computing environment, and then the proposed solution is put forward for addressing the formalized research problem. In the end of this section, the design and implementation process of the proposed algorithm are introduced in
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detail. The fifth section shows simulation experiments and results, proving that the proposed approach has high efficiency. And the conclusion of the whole paper is made in the sixth section.



2



RELATED WORK



Load balancing has always been a hot research topic of cloud data centers [7], and its goal is to ensure that every computing resource can handle tasks effectively and quickly. Ultimately, the utilization of resource is improved. Researchers have proposed a series of static, dynamic and hybrid scheduling strategies. In addition, there are also some studies using live migration technology of virtual machine to meet the cloud data centers’ task requests which include performance requirements and load limitation. Existing load balancing strategies are generally divided into two categories: static load balancing and dynamic load balancing (DLB). Static load balancing scheduling algorithms [8], [9], [10], [11] are commonly including round robin, weighted round robin, least connection method, weighted least connection method and so on. These static algorithms only use some static information which cannot reflect dynamic load changes in the cluster of hosts effectively and they have poor adaptive ability. Currently, most of open-source IaaS platforms have utilized static algorithms to conduct the resource scheduling. For example, Eucalyptus [12] platform uses round robin to assign virtual machines to different physical hosts in sequence to achieve load balancing. In [8], Wei et al. have employed the weighted minimum link algorithm, which means that different weights indicate the performance of the physical host. Then, the virtual machine will be allocated to the physical host which has the smallest ratio of the current number and the weight. The advantage of static scheduling algorithms is that it is simple to use. But in the large-scale cloud data centers whose resource heterogeneity is very strong and user demand isn’t consistent, the load balancing effect is not ideal. The proposed LB-BC approach is derived the idea of reducing unnecessary computation complexity just like the existing static approaches. However, LB-BC is an efficient approach which has ability in dynamically achieving the long-term optimal load balancing effect. Dynamic load balancing [13], [14], [15] is a NP-complete problem and a classic combinatorial optimization problem. It is mainly used in the field of distributed parallel computing, and its main objective is how to distribute the load more rationally among multiple hosts to avoid some phenomenon that some computing nodes are overloaded and some nodes are light-loaded and thus to improve the whole performance of systems. Additional communication overhead produced in the process of DLB will degrade the system performance of the dynamic load balancing. And with the increase of network latency between nodes, the impact of the additional communication overhead on the performance of DLB will further increase. Therefore, how to reduce communication overhead furthest between nodes in the process of DLB becomes an important problem which will influence the performance of DLB. At present, aiming at the problem of reducing additional communication overhead in the process of DLB, the solution is mainly using greedy algorithms to
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deal with it. Load Receiver Strategy (LRS) algorithm which is put forward in [16] has used the way that the light load is received and allocated preferentially. Xu [17] et al. have proposed an efficient double-sided combinatorial auction model to dynamically achieve optimal goals. In [18], Lau et al. have integrated the two strategies of heavy load priority and light load priority. They have proposed an adaptive load distribution algorithm to effectively reduce communication overhead of the load balancing process. Utilizing the greedy algorithms can solve the problem of load distribution. However, several algorithms above cannot meet greedy choice performance and the nature of optimal sub-structure at the same time. So these load distribution approaches often obtain the local optimal solutions. And the effect of solving the problem of load distribution under certain special circumstances is not ideal. Cloud data center cannot reach load balancing of the entire network. Virtual machine migration placement strategy is a widely used strategy to achieve load balancing of cloud computing data centers currently [19], [20]. VMware load balancing solution is distributed resource scheduling (DRS) [21]. When DRS select the physical host for the virtual machine, it will check the load status of each physical host and choose the placement solution which can improve the overall load balance degree. And in the process of running a virtual machine, DRS will continuously monitor the load status of the cluster and use VMware VMotion technology to perform live migration of virtual machines between different physical servers. Thus, it can ensure load balancing and efficient utilization of physical resource of the entire cluster. In [22], Piao and Yan have proposed a network-aware virtual machine placement and migration approach to minimizing the data transfer time consumption and improving the overall application performance of the cloud data center. However, this approach probably results in a relatively lower utilization of resource of physical hosts and raises the operation cost of the cloud data center. Sonneck et al. in [23] have presented a decentralized affinity-aware migration technique that incorporates heterogeneity and dynamism in network topology and job communication patterns to allocate virtual machines on the available physical resources. The technique monitors network affinity between pairs of virtual machines and uses a distributed bartering algorithm, coupled with migration, to dynamically adjust virtual machine placement such that communication overhead is minimized and load balancing is achieved. In [24], Shrivastava et al. have presented an approach to place the virtual machines with strong correlation of applications intensively. However, the load balancing problem and cost overheads of cloud data centers weren’t considered. It only focused on virtual machines management to strengthen the management of cloud data centers and improve the performing efficiency of cloud data centers. Rahman and Graham [25] have proposed a hybrid approach that combines static and dynamic provisioning. Its algorithm is to adapt a good initial static placement of virtual machines in response to evolving load characteristics using live migration to improve the computing efficiency of cloud data centers. Dupont et al. [26] have proposed a flexible framework for the (re)allocation of virtual machines in a cloud data center as well as thus to calculate and work out
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the best placement of virtual machines, achieving the overall load balancing of cloud data centers. In addition, Zhao et al. [27] have proposed an approach MOGA-LS, which is a heuristic and self-adaptive multi-objective optimization algorithm based on the improved genetic algorithm (GA) and the theory of Pareto optimal solutions. It aims to achieve dynamic load balancing. In paper, the proposed LB-BC approach presents a solution to dynamically achieve the process-based optimal load balancing with low computation complexity and thus obtain the efficient service performance and computing efficiency on two sides. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) Introduce the concept of process-based load balancing in cloud computing environment, which is in contrast to the immediate load balancing strategies in the current literatures. The benefits are many fold: to reduce unnecessary computation complexity and to increase deployment efficiency while fulfilling the service performance for users. What is crucial is that LB-BC has long-term potential benefits of optimizing external service capabilities and resource utilization from the cloud ends perspective. 2) Introduce the model of Bayes theorem on optimal deployment of tasks to work out the probabilities of optimal physical hosts. 3) Propose the cluster-based task deployment algorithm by combining with Bayes probabilities to obtain the optimal set of candidate physical hosts. 4) Propose a data structure of Matrix to determine the final solution vector in each algorithm cycle.



3



THE PROPOSED PROBLEM AND ITS FORMULATION



3.1 Proposed Problem In IaaS cloud data centers, the system will deploy tasks on the physical hosts in the resource pool of the cloud data center when users submit task requests. In general, the cloud data center will choose the physical hosts at random to deploy tasks. When the resource amount requested by a task is greater than the remaining resource amount of the physical host, the physical host cannot deploy the task. And when the requested resource amount is close to the remaining amount of the physical host, the physical host will have a heavy workload, causing the decline of its service capacity and computing power. The decline will result in load imbalance of the cloud data center and make service efficiency fall. Obviously, different task deployment strategies may lead to different load allocation of the whole system and may cause different execution efficiency and external service capability. Fig. 1 gives an example of task deployment in the IaaS cloud data center. There is no doubt that the optimal task deployment strategy should have abilities to make the whole cloud computing system have the better load balancing effect. Therefore, it is necessary to design and implement an efficient and load-balancing task deployment strategy in cloud data center. 3.2 Problem Formulation The problem of task deployment is formalized as follows: there are n task requests accumulated in the time window
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quickly within a certain time but also fast return information that users need. As a result, it has achieved load balancing of the whole network at the greatest extent in a long-term process. In order to meet the performance constraints of physical hosts, available remaining resource amount of a physical host Li is defined as follows:



Fig. 1. Deploy tasks into physical hosts in the IaaS cloud data center.



Dt to be deployed into the cloud data center, which consists of m physical hosts. Its solution can be denoted as an n-dimensional solution vector S ¼ (s1 ,s2 , . . . ,sn ), and its every element si stands for the optimal physical host which will deal with the corresponding task request i. The obtained solution vector S is the deployment strategy finally returned by LB-BC. It is used to determine which task will be deployed into which physical host. Cloud data centers having received the task deployment requests, the proposed LB-BC approach will work out the final deployment strategy obtained in the form of solution vector S by utilizing its algorithm mechanism. Then the cloud system will implement the deployment events according to the deployment strategy S. Assume that in the same network environment, the m physical hosts are heterogeneous and dynamic while using space shared allocation policy. Then our problem can be stated as follows: a physical hosts set with the optimal performance is found in the cloud data center such that the cloud data center can rapidly deploy tasks and execute the set of users’ task requests. The problem of the cloud data center’s load balancing can be solved through optimizing task deployment problem in every Dt time from a long-term perspective. We define a sextuple Y ¼ fPH,TR,Lc ,Lmem ; Rc ; Rmem g to describe this problem scenario. PH represents the set of m available physical hosts PH(m,t) ¼ fph1 ; ph2 ; . . . ; phm g.t represents the start time of task deployment. TR(n,Dt,t) ¼ ftr1 ,tr2 , . . . ,trn g represents the set of users’ task requests within a Dt time. Lc is the set of the current remaining CPU resource amount of m physical hosts in the set PH,Lc ðm; tÞ=fL1c ,L2c , . . . ,Lnc g. Lmem is the set of the remaining memory resource amount of m physical hosts in the set PH at time ‘t’, Lmem ðm; tÞ ¼ fL1mem ; 1 2 n L2mem ; . . . ; Lm mem g. Rc ðn; tÞ ¼ fRc ; Rc ; . . . ; Rc g is the requested CPU resource amount of n task requests in TR. Rmem ðn; tÞ ¼ fR1mem ; R2mem ; . . . ; Rnmem g is the requested memory resource amount of n task requests in TR. To obtain the final solution vector, this paper has focused on finding out the final candidate set of optimal physical hosts. The set should have capabilities in fulfilling users task requests. It can not only execute requested tasks



Li ¼ aLic þ bLimem



(1)



a þ b ¼ 1:



(2)



In this paper, Li is used to represent the remaining computing power of the physical host i; Lc is the remaining CPU resource; Lmem is the remaining memory resource; a is the weight value of CPU;b is the weight value of memory; the a and b values are determined and obtained by BP neural network learning. The remaining computing power of m physical hosts in the current cloud data center can be calculated according to formula (1) and formula (2). The performance constraint value can be defined as the maximum requested resource amount in the set TR, i.e., n



LMreq ¼ max Ri : i¼1



(3)



In this formula (3), Ri represents the requested resource amount of the ith task in task requests set. That is, Ri ¼ aRic þ bRimem :



(4)



The proposed LB-BC approach is aiming to achieve the long-term load balancing of cloud data centers. In this paper, we have utilized the standard deviation of all hosts’ residual load rates to measure the load balancing degree of a cloud data center. The formulas of the expectation and the standard deviation are as follows: EðXÞ ¼



PN i¼1



Xi



N



vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ u N u1 X s¼t ðXi  EðXÞÞ2 : N i¼1



(5)



(6)



The residual load rate of a host is defined as follows: Ei ¼



Li ; i 2 f1; 2; 3; . . . mg; Ti



(7)



where Ti represents the total computing power of host i, and it is defined as follows: i ; i 2 f1; 2; 3; . . . mg; Ti ¼ aTci þ bTmem



(8)



where Tci denotes the total CPU resource amount of host i i denotes the total memory resource amount of and Tmem host i. In this paper, it is thought that the situation that the residual load rate Ei of each host is as similar as possible can reflect the load balancing degree of a cloud data center. As a result, according to the above formulas, the proposed optimization objective can be represented as minimizing the following formula (9):
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vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ u 0 Pm aLkc þbLkmem 12 u X u 1 m aLic þ bLimem k¼1 aT k þbT k c mem A @ s¼t  : i i m i¼1 aTc þ bTmem m



(9)



In this paper, the proposed LB-BC approach doesn’t directly address the proposed problem by optimizing the above objective function but designs a framework and methods to achieve the better load balancing effect from the perspective of cloud data center’s long-term operations. In the proposed LB-BC approach,the physical hosts whose remaining resource amount is greater than the constraint value first constitute a dynamic and adaptive set as a new candidate set NPH of m’ physical hosts. However, the set NPH can just be considered to be optimal on performance to some extent. In other words, there exist some unreasonable physical hosts which cannot be excluded from the physical hosts set NPH currently. For example, if the remaining CPU resource of a physical host r is very large and its remaining memory is very small, its Lr value is also very large and even larger than the constraint value of the task requests set. However, in fact, the physical host doesn’t have ability to execute any one of these tasks obviously. In order to guarantee the computing performance of physical hosts used for executing requested tasks and exclude unreasonable physical hosts,we have utilized the clustering idea to search out the optimal clustering of physical hosts as the final candidate set of physical hosts for processing tasks from the set NPH by comparison of the similarity between physical hosts and a given threshold. The similarity function is defined as follows: 1 ; SDðnphi ; nphj Þ ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Pd k k 2 ða  a Þ j k¼1 i



(10)



where aki and akj respectively represents the kth attribute value of host i and host j. LB-BC has utilized three attributes to achieve the clustering process. Lic and Limem are used as the two attributes of them. The posterior probability of each physical host in NPH is obtained and chosen as the third attribute by using Bayes probability model. That is, we have made use of the posterior probability value of each physical host in NPH as one of its attribute values used in the clustering process. First, the prior probability of each physical host is calculated according to the remaining resource amount of the physical host and the resource amount users requested. And then the posterior probability of each physical host is calculated on the basis of Bayes theorem. The formulas are as follows: P ðBi jAÞ ¼



P ðAÞ ¼



m0 X
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P ðAjBi Þ  P ðBi Þ P ðAÞ



(11)



P ðAjBi Þ  P ðBi Þ:



(12)



i¼1



Through the formula (12), the formula (11) can be represented as follows:



Fig. 2. The view of LB-BC’s architecture.



P ðAjBi Þ  P ðBi Þ : P ðBi jAÞ ¼ Pm0 i¼1 P ðAjBi Þ  P ðBi Þ



(13)



P(Bi jA) is the posterior probability of the physical host i. Therefore, the proposed approach has optimized the physical hosts set used for deploying tasks and thus to furthest achieve load balancing of the cloud data center from cloud data centers’ long-term operations point of view. The details will be given in the following.



4



A HEURISTIC APPROACH FOR EFFICIENT TASK PLACEMENT



4.1 Design of System Architecture Fig. 2 describes the architecture of the proposed LB-BC approach in the cloud data center environment. It shows the interaction between LB-BC and other entities and that it plays a very important role in the whole architecture. First, the Monitor acquires the information of resource requested by users’ tasks and the status information of remaining resource amount (including CPU and memory) of m available physical hosts in cloud data center. By using the information acquired from Monitor, LB-BC generates the deployment strategy, which is transmitted to Deployment Controller whose function is to control and carry out the deployment of requested tasks. In the end, the task requests accumulated within a Dt time are deployed to the corresponding physical hosts in the final optimal set of physical hosts obtained by the proposed LB-BC approach. In this paper, the proposed LB-BC approach is a heuristic task deployment approach, which is used to deploy task requests received by the cloud data center into optimal target physical hosts in the IaaS cloud computing data center. Its algorithm is what combines Bayes theorem with clustering. It has achieved the overall load balancing of the entire network from the perspective of cloud data centers’ longterm operations and thus to improve the performance and efficiency. The task deployment process of LB-BC is shown in Fig. 3. First, these physical hosts, each of which has a larger remaining resource amount than the maximum requested resource amount of all task requests, can be searched out to constitute a new candidate set to meet the performance constraint while making LB-BC have the potential of achieving the long-term load balancing. Second, the k physical hosts in the set of physical hosts can be regarded as k objects waiting for being clustered. Each
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Fig. 3. The process of LB-BC task deployment.



physical host in the given set is given to a prior probability. The posterior probability of each physical host’s handling tasks can be calculated through Bayes theorem. This probability can be regarded as an attribute of each object while the remaining CPU resource amount and the remaining memory resource amount of each physical host can be regarded as the other two attributes. The similarity degree values between physical hosts are calculated according to the three attributes of each physical host. A threshold value is determined on the basis of these similarity degree values. The physical hosts whose similarity degree values between them are within the given threshold can be seen as the optimal clustering to form the final set of candidate physical hosts. Finally, the tasks are placed on the hosts in the final set. And the clustering process of physical hosts in the cloud data center is the process of finding the optimal physical hosts for executing tasks.



4.2 Algorithm of LB-BC In this section, we describe the specific process of LB-BC. Details are as follows: Step 1: In IaaS cloud data centers, there are too large numbers of physical hosts. In order to avoid this situation that the selected physical hosts can’t meet the resource requirements of requested tasks and to achieve the best clustering effect through minimizing the candidate set, we assume that there are m physical hosts in the cloud data center, and each physical host needs to be assigned to a constraint value for measuring its remaining available computing power in the cloud data center according to (1) and (2). The constraint value Li of each physical host i in the
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cloud data center has been calculated. We define an empty set NPH ¼ fg, and the performance constraint value of the set TR of task requests is defined as the maximum requested resource amount in NPH. The maximum requested resource amount LMreq of TR can be calculated in terms of formula (3). And if Li >LMreq , host i will be placed into the set NPH. Having compared the constraint value Li of each physical host with the performance constraint value LMreq , the new candidate set NPH ¼ fnph1 ; nph2 ; . . . ; nphm0 g, m’4m is obtained and it will be used as the candidate set of physical hosts for the following clustering process. Step 2: These physical hosts with better performance in the cloud data center are put into the set NPH by the restricting of the constraint value of the requested tasks. However, we cannot ensure that each physical host from the set NPH can process any of the received task requests in TR since some physical hosts may have large amount of available memory resource while little CPU resource,or vice versa. Their Li values are also very large, but they aren’t what we want. Aiming to not only fully exploit the advantage (convenient and diverse) of the weighted sum of multiple kinds of resource but also overcome its disadvantage that there exist some unreasonable hosts, we have utilized the methods of probability theory and clustering to achieve the selection of optimal hosts while achieving a long-term load balancing. It is by picking out the optimal clustering of physical hosts with the relatively larger computing power to process these received tasks in TR that the objective of load balancing is achieved from a long-term perspective (i.e., too large numbers of Dts). Aiming to achieve a better clustering effect, the posterior probability of each physical host is introduced into the proposed LB-BC approach and used as an attribute of each object. And the posterior probability is obtained according to formula (13). Event A is defined as that those tasks are executed on some physical hosts. And event Bi is defined as the event that the physical host i is chosen. The ratio of the maximum requested resource amount LMreq of the tasks accumulated within a Dt time in the cloud data center and the remaining computing power Li of the current physical host i in the set NPH is defined as the prior probability value of the current physical host i. LMreq is closer to Li , and their ratio is closer to 1. The ratio value is contrary to what we want. The physical hosts which have more remaining resource should be more suitable for dealing with these tasks from the perspective of performance and load balancing. Therefore, in this paper the final prior probability of each physical host in the set NPH is set as follows: P ðAjBi Þ ¼ 1 



LMreq : Li



(14)



There are m’ physical hosts in the set NPH, and the probability of choosing a physical host is P ðBi Þ ¼



1 : m0



(15)



We could obtain the formula (16) through formula (13), (14) and (15). P ðBi jAÞ is the posterior probability of physical host i
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P ðBi jAÞ ¼ fðLi  LMreq ÞL1 . . . Li1 Liþ1 g=fm0 L1 L2 . . . Lm0  LMreq ðL2 L3 . . . Lm0 þ    þ L1 L2 . . . Li1 Liþ1 . . . Lm0 þ    þ L1 L2 . . . Lm0 1 Þg:



(16) Step 3: The posterior probability value P ðBi jAÞ of each physical host i in the set NPH has been obtained. Let Pi =P ðBi jAÞ. Now, each physical host i has three attributes including the posterior probability Pi , remaining CPU resource amount Lc and remaining memory resource amount Lm . m’ physical hosts in NPH can be seen as m’ objects of Rd space, wherein Rd represents a d-dimensional attribute space. In this paper, d is set to 3 obviously. The posterior probability values of the physical hosts in the set NPH are sorted descending. Let nphj represent the physical host with the biggest posterior probability in NPH and thus nphj is selected as the clustering center in this paper. The formula (17) to calculate the similarity degree value between any other host i from NPH and nphj is as follows: 1 SD ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ; 2 1 1 2 ðPi  Pj Þ þ ðLci  L2cj Þ2 þ ðL3mi  L3mj Þ2



(17)



where Pi1 6¼ Pj1 , L2ci 6¼ L2cj and L3mi 6¼ L3mj ; otherwise, SD is assigned an infinite similarity value. Pj1 is the first attribute value of physical host j and it is the posterior probability of physical host j. And L2cj is the second attribute of physical host j, that is, it is the remaining CPU resource amount of physical host j. L3mj is the third attribute of physical host j and it is the remaining memory resource amount of physical host j. Step 4: The similarity degree values between nphj and other objects in the set NPH are calculated in the case that Similarity nphj is the clustering center. The threshold value Uthreshold is given according to similarity degree values. If the similarity degree value SD is larger than the threshold value Similarity , then this object will become a member of the new Uthreshold set NPH’=fg. The clustering center nphj is the first member which is put into the set NPH’. The final candidate set is the final clustering result NPH’, i.e., NPH’=fnph01 ; nph02 ; . . . ; nph0q g (q4m’4m). Step 5: These requested tasks will be deployed into the physical hosts in the set NPH’. Here, we have employed first input, first output (FIFO) processing order of task requests while the proposed LB-BC approach has deployed each task of TR into the physical host which currently has the maximum Li value, aiming at further optimizing the performance and efficiency of the long-term load balancing. An example is given as shown in Fig. 4. And then the corresponding physical hosts in the set NPH’ have executed the requested tasks in TR. The processing results will be responded to users after handling these task requests. The time from the beginning of the proposed LBBC algorithm to having generated the final deployment strategy is set as the next time window Dt. In another word, during that period of time, the received task requests constitute the next round of task requests set TR. The number of task requests received during Dt time by



Fig. 4. An example of requested tasks’ being deployed into the final optimal set.



the cloud data center is considered as the workload of the proposed LB-BC approach next time. Step 6: Repeat the above process. The pseudocode of TA-GG’s algorithm has been given as follows.



Algorithm 1. LB-BC(PH,TR,Lc ,Lmem ,Rc ,Rmem ) Input: current PH, current Lc , current Lmem , received TR, received Rc , received Rmem ; Output: final deployment solution vector S; 1: NPH = f , NPH’ = f , S = NULL; 2: for each tri 2TR do 3: Ri ¼ aRic þ bRimem ; 4: end for 5: LMreq ¼ maxni¼1 Ri ; 6: for each phi 2PH do 7: Li ¼ aLic þ bLimem ; 8: if Li >LMreq then 9: NPH = NPH [ phi ; 10: end if 11: end for 12: for each nphi 2NPH do 13: the posterior probability P ðBi jAÞ of nphi is obtained according to the formula (16); 14: end for 0 15: nphj is the candidate physical host with Pj = maxm i¼1 P ðBi j AÞ in NPH; 16: NPH’ = NPH’ [ nphj ; 17: for each nphi 2NPH do 18: SDðnphi ; nphj Þ is obtained according to the formula (17); Similarity 19: if SDðnphi ; nphj Þ>Uthreshold then 20: NPH’ = NPH’ [ nphi ; 21: end if 22: end for 23: for each tri 2TR do == Assume the n task requests of TR are sorted in terms of FIFO in advance. 24: S[i] = the No. of the physical host nph0i with the maximum remaining resource amount Li in NPH’; 25: Li = Li - Ri ; 26: end for 27: Return S;



From the microcosmic perspective, the process of calculating physical hosts posterior probability is the process of applying Bayes theorem. The reason why the process of calculating posterior probability values in LB-BC is in line with that of Bayes theorems application is that Bayes theorem provides effective means to amend the original judgment by using the collected information. Before sampling,
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the subject has a judgment on every assumption and it is known as the prior probability value. We get the posterior probability value of each physical host in the set NPH by using Bayes theorem. First, event A and event B are defined, wherein the event of deploying some task into some physical host is event A, and the event of choosing some physical host is event B. In general, the event A’s probability under the condition that event B happens is different from event B’s probability under the condition that event A happens, that is to say, the chosen physical host isn’t necessarily to be capable of executing the requested tasks. The physical host cannot process requested tasks surely if the requested resource amount of tasks is greater than the remaining resource amount of a physical host. Therefore, the prior probability value of each physical host depends on requested resource amount of tasks and its remaining resource amount. When the requested resource amount of tasks is close to the remaining resource amount of the physical host, the probability of placing the requested task into this physical host is small. Thus we have defined and presented the calculating formula (18) of the prior probability value P ðAjBi Þ ¼ 1 



MRRA ; RRAi



(18)



where MRRA represents the maximum requested resource amount of all received tasks and RRAi denotes the remaining resource amount of physical host i. P ðBi Þ is the reciprocal of the number of physical hosts in the set NPH and it means that the probability of choosing any host is equal. And the posterior probability value of each physical host is obtained according to formula (16), which is in accordance with the application process of Bayes theorem. From the macro point of view, the process of the proposed LB-BC approach is the process that the clustering algorithm finds the best clustering. We have employed the euclidean distance value as the evaluating indicator of similarity degree. That is, this paper considers that any two objects are closer and their similarity degree is larger. LB-BC considers that a clustering is made up of some objects between which the distances are very short. Thus, the final goal is to get the compact and separate clustering. First of all, k objects are selected from n objects as original clustering centers. The rest of objects are distributed respectively to their most similar clustering that are represented by the corresponding clustering center according to their similarity degree or their distances with these clustering centers. And then each clustering center of acquired new clusterings is re-calculated. A clustering center is the mean of this clustering’s all objects. This process is repeated until the standard measurement function starts to converge. The mean square error is always taken as the standard measurement function. The clustering idea has the following features. In the same cluster these members are as compact as possible. Between the different clusters, their members are separating with each other as much as possible. The reason why the proposed LB-BC algorithm is in accordance with the idea of clustering algorithms is that it takes the distance as the evaluating indicator of the
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similarity degree. That is, the closer the distance between two objects, the greater the similarity degree. The LB-BC algorithm considers physical hosts as objects and the distance as the attribute of each object, which means that each physical host’s posterior probability, remaining CPU resource amount and remaining memory resource amount are regarded as the evaluating indicators of the similarity degree and the similarity degree values between physical hosts are worked out by using the similarity degree formula of euclidean distance. The physical host with the largest posterior probability is chosen as the clustering center. The similarity degree values between each physical host with the clustering center are calculated. And then a threshold value is given. When a similarity degree value is greater than the threshold value, the corresponding physical host will become a member of the new set. The unbiased variance is used as the standard measurement function to assess the performance of the clustering process. When the standard measurement function value decreases gradually and is converged to a certain point, the clustering result and the performance of the physical hosts set are the best. From the whole, the process of LB-BC algorithm is also in line with heuristic algorithms. This is mainly because the solution found by an algorithm with the heuristic approach is not necessarily to be the best one in one search. However, by continuous seeking and amending, it will be closer and closer to the final optimal solution. From the perspective of the algorithms goal, it is aiming to achieve the whole networks load balancing of the cloud data center. Load balancing cannot be achieved through the just once executing of the proposed LB-BC algorithm. It needs a long-term process. The optimal physical hosts set can be found in each time of executing and it makes the optimal physical hosts in the current cloud data center deal with the tasks requested by users. Thus, by doing this, the picked out optimal physical hosts are those which are close to the best performance through the LB-BC algorithm, and tasks requested by users can be handled quickly by the cloud data center. The LB-BC algorithm ensures that a better result can be obtained within a reasonable time in this process.



5



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION



In this section, the DLB deployment approach, the random deployment (RD) approach, and the proposed LB-BC deployment approach are compared as following aspects: 1) 2)



MakeSpan Standard deviation values measuring load balancing effect 3) Throughput measuring external service performance 4) Failure number of task deployment events 5) Incremental percentage of their standard deviation values In this paper, we have employed the CloudSim simulator [28], which allows such simulation scenarios by supporting dynamic creation of different kinds of entities and can add and remove data center entities at run-time. In the CloudSim platform, this paper has compared the proposed LB-BC deployment strategy with the random deployment strategy and the optimal deployment strategy (DLB). They are
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Random-Migration, DLB, and LB-BC on MakeSpan.



Fig. 6. Comparison of Random-Migration, DLB and LB-BC in load balancing.



evaluated and tested through five different sets of simulation experiments. The final simulation results have shown that the proposed LB-BC approach can not only make the failure number of deployment tasks lower than that of DLB, but also make the cloud data center have a better load balancing effect. Compared with other deployment approaches, LB-BC has a better stability and efficiency in the aspect of achieving the whole load balancing of cloud data centers, especially for deploying a large amount of continuous task requests.



tasks, the communication cost between physical hosts will increase surely. The ability of handling tasks will weaken gradually, and the time needed will increase. However, it is smaller than that of the RD approach. The proposed LB-BC approach will select the optimal physical hosts set to deal with tasks in each round of iterations, and deploy tasks into the corresponding hosts. It not only avoids a large amount of communication cost, but also guarantees physical hosts’ computing performance. The time of handling tasks will increase with the increase of the number of requested tasks. It is smaller than that of the DLB deployment approach and the RD approach with the same number of requested tasks. Compared with the RD approach and the DLB approach, LB-BC has smaller MakeSpan value in the same condition, which can be shown from Fig. 5. This experiment illustrates that LB-BC has not only a better load balancing effect but also a better MakeSpan value relatively.



5.1 Experimental Scenarios In the CloudSim platform, in order to achieve better simulation performance while obtaining the satisfactory experimental results, 100 physical hosts with different configuration are deemed as the minimum scale of physical hosts, which can efficiently fulfill our requirements under the current simulation conditions. Thus, a resource pool with 100 physical hosts is created, and these physical hosts have different available computing resource. Twenty-four batches of task requests containing 50 requests continuously reaching the cloud data center and having different resource requirements are created. The proposed LB-BC module is invoked and fetches the resource information and state of the cloud resource pool regularly. The initial Dt is set to include 15 task requests. 5.2 Comparison on MakeSpan In the experimental scenario, LB-BC is compared with the RD approach and the DLB approach on MakeSpan, which is the needed time of processing tasks set. The experimental results of the three approaches are shown as Fig. 5. The MakeSpan values of requested tasks set increase along with the number of the requested tasks increasing. The RD approach has deployed the requested tasks at random on the physical hosts in the cloud data center essentially. On this occasion, with the increase of the number of requested tasks, the ability of handling tasks will weaken gradually. Therefore, the needed time will also increase for sure. And the DLB deployment approach just predicts requested tasks’ resource amount on the basis of its knowledge repository in the beginning and will trigger task deployment events according to the revenue value of load balancing. With the increase of the number of requested



5.3 Comparison on Load Balancing Effect In this set of experiments, the changes of DLB and LB-BC’s load balancing effect in the cloud data center with time changing are compared. Here, we have employed the standard deviation value indicated above and used to measure the degree of load balancing to conduct the set of experiments. Obviously, a smaller standard deviation value represents that the cloud data center has the better balancing of load. With the increase of the time for the deployment process in the cloud data center, the standard deviation value of the traditional RD strategy is always greater than those of the two definite deployment strategies, as can be seen in Fig. 6. And the standard deviation values of the DLB and LB-BC deployment strategies are gradually decreasing. DLB’s standard deviation value is smaller than that of LBBC in the beginning. When t ¼ 600, the two standard deviation values are equal. However, when t  700, the decline degree of LB-BC’s standard deviation value is always greater than DLB’s. This is because that the proposed LBBC approach could find the optimal physical host quickly according to the remaining computing power. It ensures that the load balancing effect is achieved through making the optimal hosts with relatively more remaining computing power have the priority of executing requested tasks. While the DLB approach makes a prediction of each processor’s load first and deploys tasks in the light of knowledge repository. It doesn’t deal with the real-time workload
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the number of failures in task deployment events. Fig. 7. Comparison of Random-Migration, DLB, and LB-BC in external service performance.



information of physical hosts and can’t also select the optimal physical hosts for deploying tasks effectively. According to the results of this set of experiments, the proposed LB-BC approach has a better effect of load balancing and thus to improve the resource utilization of the cloud data center effectively.



5.4 Comparison on External Service Performance In the experiment scenario, the proposed LB-BC approach is verified by comparing the external service performance of the cloud data center respectively implementing the three deployment approaches with time increasing. The throughput rate is chosen as the evaluation standard to measure the external service performance since it can represent the comprehensive evaluation of cloud systems, such as components ability of dealing with tasks, the transmitting ability of data and the ability of responding task requests to users etc. The experimental results are shown as Fig. 7. And it can be seen that the external service performance of the cloud data center is different by using three different deployment approaches. When users have access to the cloud data center, the computing performance of the cloud data center implementing RD is relatively better. However, with time increasing, its external service performance is not stable and has a waving mode. Also, the external service performance of DLB is relatively better than that of LB-BC at the initial time. With time increasing, When t ¼ 700, the external service performance of the cloud data center implementing DLB becomes stable gradually. However, its throughput rate is always smaller than that of the proposed LB-BC approach. Whereas in the cloud data center implementing LB-BC, although its throughput rate is smaller than those of RD and DLB at the initial time, its external service performance gradually tends to be stable and be higher than that of DLB with time increasing. This is because the physical hosts in the set chosen by LB-BC have meet the demand of deploying tasks to the greatest extent while DLB have deployed tasks according to the information of knowledge repository and predicted load condition of each physical host. Then the tasks may be re-deployed into physical hosts by DLB in the light of load condition. To sum up, the conclusion that the LB-BC approach has better stability and efficiency can be made.



5.5 Comparing on the Failure Number of Task Deployment Events In this set of experiments, the dynamic host failure is simulated by CloudSim by scheduling some host failure events and host shut-down events to occur during deploying tasks. When some tasks are deployed, the task deployment events are likely to fail since the chosen physical hosts cannot fulfill some the requirements of the requested tasks. We have compared the proposed LB-BC approach with the RD approach and the DLB approach on the failure number of deploying tasks. As shown in Fig. 8, in the simulated cloud data center, with the increasing of requested tasks, the failure numbers of RD and DLB are more and more. However, in the cloud data center implementing LB-BC, with the requested tasks increasing, the failure number of deploying tasks is increasing very slowly and is always lower than those of RD and DLB. This is because DLB just deploys tasks into physical hosts according to the knowledge repositorys experiment values. It cannot acquire the information of each physical hosts remaining resource in the resource pool in real time. When the requested resource amount of requested tasks is greater than the remaining resource amount of a physical host, the deployment event will fail. On the contrary, LB-BC has deployed tasks from a longterm perspective. The remaining resource amount of each physical host chosen by LB-BC would be sure to be greater than the maximum requested resource amount of tasks when it deploys tasks every time. Thus, the proper physical hosts of most requested tasks could be found in the resource pool dynamically and adaptively. And the LB-BC approach picking out most proper physical host has reduced the failure number of deploying tasks to a certain extent. 5.6 Comparison on the Overall Load Balancing with Varying Number of Task Deployment Events in the Cloud Data Center In this experimental scenario, with the number of task requests increasing, we have verified the load balancing effect of DLB and LB-BC by comparing their percentages of the incremental standard deviation values. These received requests constitute the total workload to be handled by the cloud data center and aren’t the load of some physical host. As illustrated in Fig. 9, with the increase of the requested tasks, the percentage of load in the cloud data center
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LB-BC should have the ability to select one physical host or more in the set obtained by the clustering approach to deploy tasks and thus to make the benefit acquired by users and cloud data centers maximized at the same time. Besides, the proposed LB-BC approach only applies to LAN. We will extend LB-BC to WAN in the further research. A larger scale of simulation experiments and prototype experiments are one of our next research work. We will attempt to implement LB-BC in a real cloud computing environment and evaluate its performance and efficiency as well as verify its load balancing effect of cloud data centers. Fig. 9. Comparison of the incremental standard deviation with varying number of task deployment events in the cloud data center.



increases and the load balancing effect of LB-BC is better than that of DLB. This is because LB-BC deploys requested tasks from the globally optimal perspective and the DLB approach deploys tasks from the locally optimal perspective. LB-BC has ability to deploy every requested task on the optimal physical host quickly and to ensure the overall load balancing of the cloud data center from a long-term perspective. However, DLB just aims to solving this problem locally optimally and it deploys tasks after calculating the revenue value of workload of each processor. When the number of the requested tasks increases, since DLB doesn’t have ability to pick out the optimal physical host for the current task and there exists frequent communication between processors, it results in the relatively worse overall load balancing effect in the current cloud data center. To sum up, the conclusion that LB-BC makes the cloud data center, especially for large-scale cloud data centers, have a better load balancing effect can be made. Besides, as can be noticed, RD isn’t included in the experiment. RD doesnt have any heuristic information and adaptive abilities. It just deploys tasks randomly in cloud data centers. Thus, it has little significance to compare RD in the experiment scenario.



6



CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK



This paper has proposed a task deployment approach LBBC for the long-term load balancing effect and it has employed a heuristic idea based on Bayes theorem and the clustering process. LB-BC first has narrowed down the search scope by comparing performance values. Then, LBBC has utilized Bayes theorem to obtain the posteriori probability values of all candidate physical hosts. Finally, LB-BC has combined probability theorem and the clustering idea to pick out the optimal hosts set, where these physical hosts have the most remaining computing power currently, for deploying and executing tasks by selecting the physical host with the maximum posteriori probability value as the clustering center and thus to achieve the load balancing effect from the long-term perspective. Simulation experiments demonstrate that the proposed LB-BC approach can deploy the instant tasks quickly and effectively in cloud data centers. It makes cloud data centers achieve a longterm load balancing of the whole network.
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